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	Site: Village of Lindenhurst
	Date: 07-24-20
	Service Task Description: Algae Control
	Personnel: EMR, AG
	Wind: 7 mph
	Direction: ENE
	Air Temps: 79 F
	Sky: Sunny
	Total Chemical Amount: 30 gallons Cutrine Plus, 372 fl. os Cygnet Plus, 4.5 gallons Pondzilla Pro
	Signs Posted: 
	Restrictions: none
	Equipment Used: Spray boat, Jon boat, Spray tank, Measuring cup, Diagnostics
	Report By: Emily Reed
	POND   SIZERow1: Linden30.5 Acres
	PRODUCTRow1: Cutrine PlusPondzilla ProCygnet Plus
	AMOUNTRow1: 5 gallons0.5 gallons60 oz
	TARGET PLANTRow1: Fil. Algae
	DO MGLRow1: 6.7
	PHRow1: 8.0
	SECCHI feetRow1: 3
	LEVELRow1: Normal
	POND   SIZERow2: Waterford67.4 Acres
	PRODUCTRow2: Cutrine PlusPondzilla ProCygnet Plus
	AMOUNTRow2: 20 gallons2.0 gallons240 oz
	TARGET PLANTRow2: Planktonic Algae
	DO MGLRow2: 13.0
	PHRow2: 8.0
	SECCHI feetRow2: 2
	LEVELRow2: Normal
	POND   SIZERow3: Springledge3.6 Acres
	PRODUCTRow3: SeClearPondzilla ProCygnet Plus
	AMOUNTRow3: 5 gallons0.5 gallons36 oz
	TARGET PLANTRow3: Fil. Algae
	DO MGLRow3: 10.8
	PHRow3: 8.0
	SECCHI feetRow3: 2
	LEVELRow3: Normal
	POND   SIZERow4: Potomac14.8
	PRODUCTRow4: Cutrine PlusPondzilla ProCygnet Plus
	AMOUNTRow4: 2.5 gallons20 oz5 gallons
	TARGET PLANTRow4: Fil. Algae
	DO MGLRow4: 10.0
	PHRow4: 8.0
	SECCHI feetRow4: 3
	LEVELRow4: Normal
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	Comments: Lake Linden - The lake was in great aesthetic condition. No surface algae was seen. Treated around the entire shore for any subsurface algae present. There are some later-germinating aquatic plants showing up (possibly leafy or flatstem pondweed), but only in a few spots near shore. We will continue to monitor. Saw some massive snapping turtles.Waterford Lake - Bluegreen algae is growing in the lake, mostly in Thunder Bay. Treated around the entire lakeshore to help reduce the growth. Saw some topped out Chara growing along the northern edge of the lake. Springledge - Treated all algae (<1% coverage) seen in the lake. The water is cloudier than previous visits, possibly still due to decaying plants from the herbicide. Potomac - There were many small clumps of algae floating all over the lake, making complete coverage difficult. Focused the treatment along shore, and treated as much as we could out on the water. Approximately 5-10% of the lake is covered in Wolffia growth. While this miniscule plant looks like algae, it requires a special herbicide treatment.The dissolved oxygen levels have recovered from the aquatic vegetation herbicides in all lakes.
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